
TEACHING INNOVATION GRANTS 2022 
The Center for Teaching and Learning invites proposals from UT Austin instructors to develop or scale innovations in 

their teaching/courses. Innovations mean very different things depending on the course and the instructor and we hope 

to encourage you to pursue something that is new FOR YOU. These grants are to give instructors at all levels time over 

the summer to develop something new in a course to be taught either Fall 2022 or Spring 2023. The grantee will be 

awarded $3,000 to work on their innovation over the summer semester. A reflection report will be submitted after the 

innovation has been implemented and we request the recipients facilitate a short workshop to present findings to other 

faculty.  

FOCUS: PRINCIPLES OF EFFECTIVE TEACHING 
The Center for Teaching and Learning’s mission is to drive innovation focusing on teaching for student success. 
To that end, we have curated a set of Eight Principles of Effective Teaching  that can be used as a framework 
to innovate teaching methodologies. These principles were constructed through synthesizing recent research 
on best practices to increase student learning and support student success with input from various faculty 
committees. To enable instructors to have time to develop areas of their courses that they wish to innovate, 
the Center for Teaching and Learning is offering a summer stipend to instructors who choose one or more of 
the principles from the Eight Principles of Effective Teaching they wish to develop in one of their courses.  
Here are the eight principles with some examples of how they might be utilized to innovate your course. 
 

I. Deliberate and intentional planning: e.g. aligning course design, diversifying resources, identifying barriers and 
developing solutions  

II. Construction of knowledge: e.g. scaffolding learning, choosing resources that are more accessible or affordable  
III. Active engagement in learning: e.g. developing activities that help students understand more deeply 
IV. Relevance to disciplinary experiences: e.g. experiences that help students think like a practitioner  
V. Use of assessment data and feedback: e.g. developing a variety of methods to assess student learning or give 

feedback 
VI. Shared responsibility for learning: e.g. giving more responsibility to students for their own learning  

VII. Learning from peers: e.g. developing projects where students learn together  
VIII. Establish and support a class climate that fosters belonging for all students: e.g. adapting materials and 

resources that students can identify with 

 
 

SELECTION CRITERIA 
 

Proposals are evaluated by a review committee that will score proposals on the following factors. 

1. QUALITY OF DESIGN – GOALS, SCOPE, PLAN 

Proposals should clearly state the Principle from the Eight Principles of Effective Teaching that has been chosen, 

explain the innovation to their course and its potential impact on student learning. The proposal should identify 

goals, describe a plan that will meet them, and include measurements of success.  

2. IMPACT  

These grants are intended to have an impact on student learning and success. High-scoring proposals will 

include the quality of the innovation to the course and documentation of the process that students experience 

throughout the course including successes and obstacles. (For example, through journals, blog posts, 

photographs, video, student products etc.) Include the impact of the innovation to your course that, without this 
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grant, would otherwise not occur. 

 

3. PLANS FOR DISSEMINATION 

It will be an expectation that grantees document their student learning and submit a brief final report on their 

reflections and assessment of results. This can be in written or video format. After the course has been taught, 

awardees will develop a short presentation of the process and student experience to share with other 

instructors by giving short half hour presentations on what they learned and how their innovation can be used 

by other instructors. Innovations that can be utilized by other instructors are especially welcomed.  

HOW TO APPLY 
Any UT Austin instructor, individually or in teams, may submit a proposal. Proposals must be submitted via Qualtrics The 

link is on our website https://facultyinnovate.utexas.edu/grants-fellowships/undergraduate-teaching-grants-2021-2022. 

A letter/email of approval from the applicant’s Chair or Director is required. Questions about grants and the application 

process may also be directed to anne.braseby@austin.utexas.edu 

Applications must be submitted for review by Sunday April 3rd 2022 

FINANCIAL STIPULATIONS  
Funds will be transferred to grantees’ departmental account. $3000 will be awarded for work to be completed in the 

Summer semester 2022. Other small amounts of necessary funding will be considered, such as research assistants, 

materials or supplies or other necessary costs including publications, meeting costs, or conference participation 

consistent with relevant departmental, college, or University policy, Regents’ rules, and Texas state law.  

https://utexas.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_ezfwjTxju0ntpK6
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